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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to provide explicit error bounds for the derivatives of piecewise-Lidstone i terpolation i
L~ and L 2 norms. The results obtained are best possible/sharp and supplement those established in earlier papers. 
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1. Introduction 
In the year 1929 Lidstone [16] introduced a generalization f Taylor's series, it approximates 
a given function in the neighborhood of two points instead of one. In terms of completely 
continuous functions it has been characterized in the work of Boas [11, 12-], Poritsky [17-1, 
Schoenberg [18-1, Whittaker [21, 22-1, Widder [23, 24-1, and others. In the field of approximation 
theory [3, 14, 20i the Lidstone interpolating polynomial of degree (2m - 1) satisfies the Lidstone 
conditions P(20(0) ---- ~i, Pt~°(1) = ill, 0 ~< i ~< m - 1. Further, boundary value problems consisting 
of the 2mth-order ordinary differential equation xt2m~ =f( t ,  x ,x ' ,  ... ,x  t2m- 1~) and the Lidstone 
boundary conditions xt2°(0) = ~, xt2°(1) = fit, and several of its particular cases, have been the 
subject matter of several recent investigations [2-7, 13, 15, 19]. Stimulated by these related works, 
in this paper we shall obtain explicit error bounds for the derivatives of piecewise-Lidstone 
interpolation i  L~ and L2 norms. In fact, the results obtained here are motivated by those 
established in [1, 3, 9, 10, 20, 25] and the references therein. 
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2. Preliminaries 
Let -~<a<b< ~ and -oo<c<d< ~.  For the intervals [a,b] and [c,d] we let A: 
a = to < tl < ... < tN+l ----- b, and A': c = Uo < ua < ..- < Uu+l = ddenote uniform partitions of 
[a, b] and [c, d] with stepsizes h = (b - a)/(N + 1) and I = (d - c)/(M + 1), respectively. Further, 
we let p = A x A' be a rectangular partition of [a, b] × [c, d]. For each positive integer r and for 
each p, 1 ~< p ~< o% we will let PC"  p [a, b] to be the set of all real-valued functions x(t) such that: (i) 
x(t) is (r - 1) times continuously differentiable on [a, b], (ii) there exist si, 0 ~< i ~< L + 1 with 
a = So < s~ < ... < SL+I = b such that on each open subinterval (sl,si+O, 0 <% i <% L, D ' -Xx  is 
continuously differentiable, and (iii) the L fnorm of D'x is finite, i.e., 
I ID'xl ln = ID 'x ( t ) lndt  < ~.  
\ i=0 ds~ 
For the case p = ~ it reduces to 
IlD'xlloo = max sup ID'x(t ) l  < ~.  
0 <. i <. L t¢(si, si+t) 
For the functions f ( t ,  u) of two variables the set PC""P( [a ,  b] x [c, d]) is defined analogously. 
Theorem 2.1 (Peano's kernel theorem [14]). I f  E is a linear functional on PC"' 1 [a,b], n i> 1 and 
E(p(t)) = Of  or all polynomials p(t) of  deoree (n - 1), then for all x(t) ~ ec" ' l [a ,  b] 
E(x(t)) - - -  
where 
(t  - sy+-  1 
1 - ds], (n -1 ) lE ' [ f l  (t s)~+-~D"x(s) 
w...= {(t--s)n-1, t ~S,  
O, t < s, 
and Et means the linear functional E applied to the expression 
f i (t -- s)"+- D"x(s) 1 ds 
considered as a function of  t. 
The unique polynomial A,(t) of degree (2n + 1) defined by the relations 
Ao(t) = t, 
A"(t) = A ._ ,  (t), 
A. (O)=A. (1 )=O,  n t> l  
is called Lidstone polynomial. 
(2.1) 
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Lemma 2.2 [3, 24]. The Lidstone polynomial A.(t) can be expressed as 
f2 A.(t) = g.(t,s)sds, n >1 1, 
where 
( t -  1)s, s<.t,  
gl(t,s)= (s 1)t, t~<s, 
9,(t,s) = gl(t, t l )g.- l (t l ,s)dt l ,  n >>, 2. 
Lemma 2.3 [-3, 24]. The following equality holds: 
A,(1 - t) = g,(t,s)(1 - s) ds, n ~> 1. 
Let d2.,k represent he numbers 
( -  1)"-iE2"-2i k = 2i, 0 <~ i <~ n, 
22.- 2i(2 n _ 20! ' 
d2.,k = ( - -1)"- i+12(22n-Zi-1)B2.-2i ,  k=2i+l ,  O<~i<~n-1 ,  
(2n - 2i)! 







where E2n and B2n are 2nth Euler and Bernoulli numbers, respectively. It is 
d2.,k + Z = d2,- 2,k, 0 <~ k <~ 2n -- 1. 
Lemma 2.4. [3, 20]. The following holds: 
(-1)"g.(t ,s)ds = I9.(t,s)l ds = ( -  1)"E2.(t) ~< d2.,o, 
where E2.(t) is the Euler polynomial of degree 2n. 
Lemma 2.5 [3, 20]. The following holds: 
f~lg'.(t, s)l = ( - (1 2t)E2.- x(t)] ~< d2. , l  • ds 1)" [2E2.(t) + 
Theorem 2.6 (Wirtinger's inequality [-8]). I f  x(t) e PC 1'2 [a, b] and x(a) = x(b) = O, then 
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Moreover, in (2.9) the equality holds if and only if x(t)= csin(rt(x-  a)/ (b-  a)), where c is an 
arbitrary constant. 
Corollary 2.7 I f  x(t) ~ PC 2'2 [a,b] and x(a) = x(b) = O, then 
x2(t)dt <~ ~ [D2x(t)] 2 dt. (2.10) 
Moreover, in (2.10) the equality holds if and only if x(t)= cs in(~(x-  a) / (b-  a)), where c is an 
arbitrary constant. 
Proof. Since 
[Dx(t)] 2 dt = - x(t) D2x(t) dt 
= - x(t) D2x(t) dt 
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality it follows that 
b V ?b -]1/2 b dt]l/2. 
f [Dx(t)]2dt<<.L~ax2(t)dt j I f  (D2x(t)) 2 (2.11) 
A combination of (2.9) and (2.11) immediately gives (2.10). [] 
Lemma 2.8 (Jensen's inequality [81). Let 0 < p < q and let ai, 1 ~ i ~ n be nonneoative numbers. 
Then, 
(i=~la')l/q<<.(i=~la~) lip. 
3. Error bounds in one variable 
For a fixed A, we define the set Lm(A) = {h(t)~ C[a,b]: h(t) is a polynomial of degree at most 
(2m-1)  in each subinterval [ti,ti+l], O<~i<~N}. It is clear that Lm(A) is of dimension 
[2m(N + 1) - N 1. 
For a given function x(t)~ c(2m-Z)[a,b] we say L~x(t) is the L,.(A)-interpolate of x(t), also 
known as Lidstone interpolate of x(t) if L~x(t)~Lm(d) with D2kL~x(ti)= x(2k) ( t i )= x~Zk); 
O <<. k <~ m - l, 0 <<. i <~ N + l. 
In view of (2.1)-(2.5) it can be shown that (cf. [31) for x(t) ~ C t2m- 2)[a, b], L~x(t) uniquely exists 
and in the subinterval [ti, ti+ 1] can be explicitly expressed as 
L~x(t) = ~-~l Fx!2k,A (ti+ l - t)  _ (2k) . {t -- ti~ 7,.2k 
k~=O L 1 k h + xi+J~k~---~)Jn • (3.1) 
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Therefore it follows that 
N+lm-1  
r • .~Dx !2j) (3.2) L x(t)= Z E - . , . J , , ,  , 
i=O j=O 
where rm, i,j(t), 0 ~< i ~< N + 1 are the basic elements of Lm(A) satisfying 
DZVrm, i j(tu)=6~u62v.j; 0~<v~<m-1,  0~<p~<N+ 1 (3.3) 
and appear as 
f A.ft_i+_l--t_~ J\  h /] h2j' ti ~ t ~ t~+ l, O~i<.N 
rra i j (t)  ~ A ( t  - t i -1~ , ,  j~  -~ - /h  2j, t~_x <<. t <<. t~, I~<i~<N+I  
0, otherwise. 
Theorem 3.1. Let x(t) ~ PC 2m' oo [a,b]. Then, 
2m-k D2rax II Dk( x -- L~x)H oo ~< d2m.kh [I II 0o, 0 ~< k ~< 2m - 1. (3.4) 
Proof. The proof  follows from the inequalities (27) and (31) obtained in [31, or Theorem 1 estab- 
lished in [201. []  
Remark  3.2. For  each k the inequality (3.4) is the best possible, as equality holds for the function 
x(t) = E2m(t) for a = 0, b = 1 and h = 1, whose Lidstone interpolate is L~E2m(t) = E2m(t), and only 
for this function up to a constant factor. 
Theorem 3.3. Let x(t) ~ PC 2ra-2"°° [a, bl. Then, 
II Dk( x -- L~X) II d2m - 2,kh TM- 2 -k 
sup  O2"-2x(t) (ti+l--t)x'2ra-2) (~) (2m-2)1  × max . . . .  xi+l (3.5) 
O <~ i <<.N te(ti, ti+t) h 
<<. 2d2~-E.kh2~-2-kllDE~-2xl[o~, 0 ~< k ~< 2m - 2. (3.6) 
Proof. Without  loss of generality, we assume that a = 0, b -- 1 and h -- l, so that 
m-1 
L~x(t) = ~ [x(2R)(O)AR(1 -- t) + x(2k)(1)Ak(t)l . 
k=0 
Therefore, from Theorem 2.1 for any x(t) ~ PC 2m' 1 [0, 11 it follows that 
f2 x(t) - L~x(t) = Ore(t, s)D2mx(s) ds, (3.7) 
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where 
g~(t,s) - 
(t - s )~ m- '  
(2m-  1)! 
~1 [ (0 --  S)2+ m-  2k-  1 
k=0 Ak(1 -- t)(2m -- 2k -  1)! 
(1_ 1 
+ Ak(t)-~m--2-k - T~.J 
ra -1  (1  _x2m-2k-  1 
= --k~=O Ak( t )~-~,  t <% s, 
_x2m-  1 m-1  11 _x2m-2k-  1 tt -- ~) . . . .  tx -- ~) 
( - -~m~.  k~=O Ak(t)(--~mC- ~ Z -f)~.' s <. t 
{ m-1 (1 - s) 2~-2k-1 Ak(t)(2m - 2k - 1)!' t ~< s, __ k=0 m - 1 S2ra - 2k - 1 
F. Ak(1 -  t) (2m _ 2k _ l)t , s~<t .  
k=O 
(3.8) 
The last equal ity in (3.8) follows from the symmetry property of Peano's kernel g,.(t, s), or one can 
use the identity 
--  I s2m - 2k - 1 
(t(2m-- s)2m--- 1)!1 m-k~=01 --AR(1 -- t) (2m -- 2k -- 1)! 
l _x2m-  2k -  1-1 
(zm- -- ~, 2-k-- --~.'J 
+ Ak(t) =- - - -  , 
which holds from the fact that (t - s )  2m- 1/(2m -- 1)! as a function of t is a polynomial  of degree 
2m - 1, and hence it must coincide with its L idstone polynomial  expansion. 
F rom the uniqueness of gm(t,s) it is clear that (2.4) for n = m and (3.8) are two different 
representations of the same Peano's kernel. 
An integration by parts of the r ight-hand side of (3.7) and the fact that gr,(t, 0) = gr,(t, 1) = 0 lead 
to 
x(t) -- L~x(t) = O~(t,s)D2m-lx(s)ds, (3.9) 
where 
O (t,s) - 
~gm(t,s) 
m-1 (1  _x2m-2k-  2 , _  - -~ J  
- E Ak( t )7~.Z_ - -~-7 ;~; ,  t~s ,  
_ _  __ k=0 ~z.tn z.r~ z.l: 
~S ra- 1 s2ra- 2k-  2 
~, AR(1 -- t) (2m s ~< t. 
k=O - -  2k - -  2 ) ! '  
(3.10) 
It is clear that 
Ore(t, O) = A m_ l  (1  - -  t), Ore(t, 1) = - Am- ~(t). (3.11) 
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Now an integration by parts of the r ight-hand side of (3.9) gives that 
x(t) - L~x(t) = - 9r.(t, O)x (2m- 2)(0) + Ore(t, 1)X (2m- 2)(1) 
f l ~lf fm(t ' S) 
- Jo ~s D2m-2x(s)ds'  
and the fact that ~gm(t, S)/(3S = - -  g in -1  (t, S) is  the same as  
fogm s) D2m - 2X(S)  ds (t, I 1 
- -  Am - 1 (1 - -  t )x  (2m-  2) (0) - -  A m-  1 ( t )  X (2m - 2 ) (1 )  • 
Using (2.2) and (2.5) for n = m - 1 in the above equality, we get 
f2 x(t) -- La,,x(t) = gm-l(t,s)[D2m-2x(s) - -  (1  - -  S)x(2m-2) (O)  - -  Sx(2m-2)(1)] ds. (3.12) 
Now from the recurrence relation (2.4) and Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 it immediately follows that 
which in view of (3.11) 
x(t) -- L~x(t) = 
[IDk(x - Lamx)lPo~ <<, d2m-2,k 
0~<k~<2m-2.  []  
sup [D2m-2x(t) - (1 - t)x(2m-Z)(O) -- tx(2m-2)(1)l, 
t~(O, 1) 
Remark 3.4. For  each k the inequality (3.5) is the best possible, as equality holds for the function 
x(t) . . . .  E2m-2(t) for a 0, b 1 and h 1, whose Lidstone interpolate is LmE2m-2(t)a = E2m-2(t), 
and only for this function up to a constant factor, We also note that the inequality connecting the 
r ight-hand sides of (3.5) and (3.6) is also the best possible. For  this, it suffices to note that for the 
cont inuous function 
- 1 +4t ,  O~<t~<½, 
x(t )  = 
3-4t ,  7 ...< t ~.< 1, 
the equality maxo ~<, ~< 11 x(t) - (1 - t) x(0) - tx(1)l = 2 maxo ~t ~ a [ x(t) l holds. However, as such 
the sharpness of (3.6) remains undecided. 
Theorem 3.5. Let x(t) ~ PC 2m- i, ov [a, b], 1 ~< m ~< 3. Then, 
II Dk(x -- L~x)II o~ ~< e2m- 1,kh 2m- 1-k [t D 2m- ix If o~, 0 ~< k ~< 2m - 2, 
where the constants e2,,-~,k are yiven in Table 1. 
(3.13) 
IDk(x-- L~x)(t)l <~ ( ;~ [Ok~-~@ttk 's) ds)  llD2m-lxlto~, 0~<k~<2rn-2 ,  (3.14) 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that a = 0, b = 1 and h = 1. Thus, in view of (3.9) it 
follows that 
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Table 1 
k m=l  m=2 m=3 
1 1 1 0 ~ 2~ 2~0 
2 1 ~(1  --X/-~)1/2(2 +5%/~5 ) 
1 1 
2 ~ 2~ 
2 1 3 ~,/~ 
1 4 ~ 
where Om(t,s) is defined in (3.10). Hence, for m = 3 it suffices to show that 
f l  (~ko3(t's)[ max ds = e5,k, 0 ~< k ~< 4 (3.15) 
O~<t~<l t~ t k 
Further, since t~20m(t, S)/C~t 2 = Ore-, (t, S) the proof of (3.15) will automatical ly include the proof for 
m = 2 and 1. For  this, from a direct computat ion we find that 
; i  f0 ft 1 103 (t, s) l ds = 103(t, s) l ds + 103(t,s)l ds 
1 - 225 tp l ( t ) [7  -- 10t 2 + 3t 4 5p2(t)(1 -- t2)] = ~bl(t), 
f 1 
( l - t  a) -x /~(1- t2 ) (2 -3ta ) ,  O~<t~< 
p2(t) = 
1~<t~<I  ~b1(1 - t), 
0 (½) ' '  1 ~ 240 ' 
77gp2(t ) [7  -- 30t 2 + 15t 4 5p~(t)(1 - 3t2)] = 4~2(t), 
p~(t )=(1  . . . .  3t 2) x /~(30# 15t 2+2) ,  O~<t~l - (1  x/~/-~-8)~/2 
1 = 4~2(t) + 77gPs(t)[ -4  + 60t 2 - 60t a + 15t 4 + 5p~(t)(2 - 6t + 3t2)] 
= ¢3( t ) ,  
P2(t) = I p2(1 - t), 
t), 
1 - (1 x /~s)  1/1 ~ t ~< (1 /-~s )x/2 - - x/f-g 
(1 /-~-s )1/2 -x /Yg  ~<t<l  
-< 42(0)  ' = ~g(1-  x/~)1/2(2 + 5v/~5), 
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2,/5 1 
foX]O203(t's)l~-~ ds= 2x//3-~t(1-tz)3/2' O<~t~st 
(1-- t)(2t -- t2) 3/2, ~<t~<l  
O393~t 3( ' s)] f 
2 x/~a (1 - 3t2) 3/2, 
ds = 2x/~al {(1 - 3/2) 3/2 + [1 - 3(1 - 02]3/2), 
2v/~ [1 - 3(1 - -  t)2] 3/2, 
2 1. ~< ~V/~, 
1 O~<t~<l - - -  
1 "/31 
11-- ~ ~< t ~<-- 
x/~ ~<t~<l 
f~ 0403 (t, s) 1 ds=2t (1 - t )~<5.  [] 
Remark 3.6. The sharpness of the inequalities (3.13) also remains undecided. However, these 
inequalities cannot be improved further by using the same technique. 
Theorem 3.7. Let x(t) ~ PC 2m- l'2[a,b]. Then, 
1 [IDR(x - g~x)l]2 ~ •2m_l_k h2m-l-k][D2rn-lXH2, 0 <~ k <~ 2m -- 1. 
Proof. By an integration by parts it can be shown that for 0 ~< i ~ N 
,,+1 [DEm-lL~x(t)] 2dr + [D2m-lx(t) __ D2m-lL~x(t)] 2dr 
~1 tl wdti 
: ft~+~ [ D2m- 1x(t)] 2 dt. 
Indeed, the above equality holds from the fact that 
f t,.1 D 2m- , (x(t) - L~x(t)) D 2m - 1L~x(t) dt 
tl 




D2ra-2(x ( t )  - L~x(t))D2mLA x(t)dt = O. 
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Now since for a fixed i such that 0 <<. i <.% N, D2~(x(tu) - L~x(G)) = 0; 0 ~<j ~< m - 1, p = i,i + 1 
from Corol lary 2.7 and Theorem 2.6 successively it follows that 
r"" (' /'¢'" [O2J(x(t) - -  L~x(t))] 2 dt <~ i+ L-- t( [O2j+ 2(x(t) - L~x(t))] 2 dt 
(h)"'r" <% [O2J+'(x(t) - L~x(t))] 2 dt 
<. (~-7  -'-'~ I"" E~'o-~t~- ~<2 d, 
\rU .J,, 
~< 
,,/ tl  (:ym "r'- 
<.% [D 2m- 'x(t)]  2 dt,  (3.18) 
,dti 
where in the last inequality we have used (3.17). 
The required inequalities (3.16) for k = 2j, 0 ~<j ~< m - 1 now follow by summing the above 
inequality from i = 0 to N, and then taking the square root of both sides. 
Next, we shall consider the case k = 2j + 1, 0 ~< j ~< m - 2. For  this, we have 
f t,+, [ u2j+ l(x(t) _ L~mx(t))] 2 dt 1i 
_-_ _ it,+, DEi(x(t) _ L~mx(t)) D2j+ 2(x(t) __ Lamx(t)) dt. 
d ti 
Thus, by the Cauchy-Schwarz  inequality and (3.18) it follows that 
ft'+' [D2J+ l(x(t) _ L~x(t))]2 dt < { ["+' _ ,, ~,, [D2J(x(t) L~x(t) ) ] :dt  u: } 
If" F x [D2~+2(x(t) - L~x(t))] 2 dt (3.19) k Oti  
~ (h)2m-2j-l(h)2m-2j-3~t'+'[O2m_l(x(,)]2dt 
~ (h)2[2m-(2J+l)-l]ft'+'[D2ra_lx(t)]2dt. 
From the above inequality, (3.16) for k = 2j + 1, 0 ~<j ~< m - 2 follows as earlier. 
Finally, we note that (3.16) for, k = 2m - 1 is immediate from (3.17). []  
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Theorem 3.8. Let x(t) ~ pc2m'2[a,b] .  Then 
1 h2m-k II OEmx IlOk(x -- L~x)l lz <~ ~ 112, 0 ~< k ~< 2m. (3.20) 
Proof. The inequality (3.20) for k = 2m follows from the fact that in each subinterval [ti, ti+l], 
0 <<. i <<. N, L~x(t)  is a polynomial of degree (2m - 1). Using this fact further, as in Theorem 3.7 we 
find that 
[D2J(x(t) - L~x(t))]  2 dt <<. [D2mx(t) - L~x(t))]  z dt 
d t i d ti 
ti 
from which (3.20) is immediate for k = 2j, 0 <~ j <~ m - 1. 
Finally, we note that since x( t )e  PC 2m'2 [a,b] inequality (3.19) now holds for 0 ~<j ~< m-  1. 
Thus, on combining (3.19) and (3.21), we obtain 
[D 2j+ l(x(t)  -- Lamx(t))] 2dt <~ [D2mx(t)]  2 dt ,  
d t i d t i  
which as earlier gives (3.20) for k = 2j + 1, 0 ~< j ~< m - 1. [] 
Theorem 3.9. Let p,q >>. 1, r = max{p,q,2}, and x(t)~ pc2m- l+J ' r [a ,b] ;  j = 0, 1. Then, for  
l<<.p<~2<<.q 
[I ok( x -- L~x)lie 1 h2ra- 1 +j -k (b  _ a)V-'  - q-' ,I.[2m- 1 + j -k  II D2m- x +ix Ilq, O~k~2m- l+ j  
(3.22) 
and for p ~ 2 
1 1 
Jlx - L~xl[p ~< ~ rc2m-2+j _ _  h2m-3/2+j+p -l ][D2m-I +JxH2. (3.23) 
Proof. For any function co(t) e PC°'q[a,  b] and q ~> p/> 1, H61der's inequality gives 
IlcoG <~ (b - a) p-'-q-'  [Jcollq. 
Therefore, for 1 ~< p ~< 2 ~< q, from the inequalities (3.16) and (3.20) it follows that 
1 h2rn- 1 a)2-, _q-1 liD2 m_ x +Jx IIq, I-(b - a) p- ' -  2-'-I - 1 II Ok(x -- Z~x)lip <~ •2,,- 1 +S-k +J-k( b -- 
which is the same as (3.22). 
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To prove (3.23) we let co(t) e pcl 'q[a,b]  satisfying co(ti) = 0, 0 -%< i ~< N + 1. For t ~ (tl,ti+O, we 
have 




IDco(s) lds. Ico(t)l ~< ~ - ,  
Now an application of HOlder's inequality provides 
Ico(t)l ~< lhX-q 'z, 
tf ''+' IDco(t)ladt) ~/q, and hence for any p/> 1 it follows that where Z i = ~dti 
) , . ,  ti+l "~l/p 1 hi - -q -' +p ~ E Z f )  • Ico(t)l|'dt ~ 
k i=Odt i  \ i=0  / 
Therefore, as an application of Lemma 2.8, we obtain 
Ilcollp-~<lh 1-q '+P-'llDcollq, 1 <<.q<<.p. 
Now combining the above inequality with (3.16) and (3.20) for k = 1 and p t> 2, we get 
Ilx - Ldmxilp <% ½h 1-2-'+p-' IIO(x - L~x) lie 
1 h2ra_s/2+j+p-, ilD2m_l+ixll2. [] 1 
2~2m-2+j  
4. Error bounds in two variables 
For a fixed rectangular partition p = A x A' of [a, b] x [c, d] we define the set Lm(p) as follows: 
Lm(p) = Lm(A) ~ Lm(A') (the tensor product) 
v(U)},=o = Span{rm, i ~(t)rm,j, N+I  M+I  m-  u=O j=O v=O 
= {h(t, u) ~ C([a, b] x [c, d-l): h(t, u) is a two-dimensional polynomial of degree at most 
(2m-1)  in each variable and in the each subrectangle [t;t i+l- lX[ui, uj+l-I; 
O<<. i <~ N, O<~j <~ M}.  
Since Lm(p) is the tensor product of Lm(d) and Lm(A') which are of dimensions [2m(N + 1) - N]  
and [2m(M + 1) - M] ,  respectively, Lm(p) is of dimensions [2m(N + 1) - N]  × [2m(M + 1) 
- M] .  
For a given f ( t ,u)~ c(2m-2'2m-2)([a,b] x [c,d]), we say L~f(t ,u)  is the Lm(p)-interpolate of 
f(t ,u) if L~f(t ,u)  ~ Lm(p) with Dt2UDu2VLmf(t~,ui)P -:,,J-r't2~'2v)', 0 ~< i ~< N + 1, 0 ~<j-%< M + 1, 
O <~ #,v <<. m -1 .  
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For  f ( t ,u)~ Ct2m-2'2m-2)([a,b] × [c ,d])  it is clear that L~f(t ,u)  uniquely exists and can be 
explicitly expressed as 
N+lm- lM+l ra -1  
L~f ( t ,u )= ~ E ~ ~, r,,i.u(t)rm.J.,(u)f~ ~'2~'. (4.1) 
i=0 /J=O j=O v=O 
The following result provides a characterization of LPmf(t, u) in terms of one-dimensional 
interpolation schemes. 
Lemma 4.1. I f  f (t,u) ~ C(2m- 2'2m-2)([a,b] × [c,d]),  then 
L~f(t ,u)  ~' A ~ ~' = = L Lm . Lm Lm f(t, u) f(t,  u) 
Proof. The proof  is obvious. []  
Now let f(t ,u) ~ Ct"'")([a,b] x [c,d]),  2m - 2 ~< n ~< 2m be an arbitrary function. F rom Lemma 
4.1 we have 
f -  L~f= ( f -  L~f )  + La,.(f - L~" f )  (4.2) 
= ( f -  L~f )  + [L~( f -  L~'f) - ( f -  L~'f)]  + ( f -  L~'f) (4.3) 
= ( f -  L~f )  + [L~' ( f -  L~f )  - ( f -  L~f ) ]  + ( f -  L~' f ) .  (4.4) 
Theorem 4.2. Let f(t ,u) ~ PC""'°°([a,b] x [c,d]),  2m - 2 <~ n <<, 2m. Then, 
n-k b hn-kl ~ l n I lOk( f -Z~f ) l l  ® <<,a.,kh IlO~'fll o~ + .,k O.Dtf l l  oo +C,,kl"ll " ko.D` f II o0, (4.5) 
where O <~ k <<, n if n = 2m - 2, and O ~< k ~< n - 1 / fn  = 2m-  1,2m. The constants a,,k, b..k and c,,k 
are given in Table 2. 
Proof. We shall give the proof only for the case n = 2m - 2, whereas the proof for n = 2m - 1, 2m 
is similar. Since as a function of t, ( f - L~ ' f )~ PC 2'~-2'°~ [a, b], from (4.3) and Theorem 3.3 it 
follows that 
I IDk(f - L~f )  Iloo -%< IIDk(f - L~f)llo~ + I lDk[L~(f - L~' f )  -- ( f - -  L~'f)]  Iloo 
+ I ID~( f -  Z~mf)llo~ 
<~ 2d2~,_ 2,kh2m- 2-k ll O2, m- 2f ll o ~ 
+ 2d2r,-2,kh2r~-2-kllD2m-2(f- Z~'f)llo~ 
+ IID,k(f - ~' Lm f)II ~. (4.6) 
Table 2 
n 2m-2  2m- l (m=2,3)  2m 
an.k 2d2m- 2,k e2m- 1,k d2m.k 
bn.k 4dEm- 2,kd2ra- 2,0 e2m-l,ke2ra-l,O d2ra, kd2rn.o 
Cn, k 2d2,.- 2.0 e2m-l.o d2m, o 
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Now since as a function of u, for each 0 ~< k <~ 2m - 2, D~f~ PC 2m-2'°~ [c,d], and D,kLm4' f = 
A' k Lm D, f, Theorem 3.3 can be used again to obtain 
12m- 2 2m-  2 k [ [D~(f -  Lam'f)lloo ~< 2dzm-2,o II (4.7) D. D, f [[o~, 0~<k~<2m-2.  
Now using (4.7) in (4.6), we obtain (4.5). [] 
Theorem 4.3. Let f(t ,u)  E PC"'"'2([a,b] x [c,d]), n = 2m - 1,2m. Then, 
k 1 hn_ k 1 h,_kl . + 1 I" . k I lOt ( f - L~f ) l l2  <~n--y~_k IlO['fl[2 +~2---~~~-~ IID~DTflI2 re" I)O,,O, f l l2, 
0 ~< k ~< n. (4.8) 
Proof. For n = 2m - 1 following the proof of Theorem 4.2 and using Theorem 3.7, we find that 
IlD,k(f - LPmf) ll2 <~ IID,~(f - L~mf) ll2 + IID~,[L~m(f - L~m' f )  - ( f  - Ldm' f)] l l2 
+ II D~( f - -  L~' f)II 2 
1 -k h2m- 1-k 02,, -  
1 h2m - 1 -k  
-~-7~2m_1_  k I lD2m- l ( f  - L~m' f )  ll2 
+ IlD,~(f - Lam'f)[[2. (4.9) 
Further, since 
1 
- II D. D, f 112, 0 ~< k ~< 2m - 1, [ iok(f  LZm, f )  ll2 ~m_l l2m-1  2m-1  k (4.10) 
the inequalities (4.8) follow on combining (4.9) and (4.10). The proof for the case n = 2m is 
similar. [] 
Finally, we remark that similar bounds for [ ID~(f -L~f) l [o~ and [IDk.(f - L~f)b[2 can be 
obtained by interchanging t and u, and h and l in the previous results. 
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